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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past 10–15 years, numerous brushless ve-
hicle drives have been developed by the authors for
scooters, wheelchairs, golf-cars, bicycles. Vehicle dri-
ves for scooters, golf-, and electrical cars are shown
in Figure 1 and 2.
The motor structure varies in rotor and stator
layout, representing a wide range including inner
and outer rotor, surface mounted and internal mag-
net, radial and axial flux motors, or ironless stators.
These drives are 12–36 V/30–200 A battery-voltage
systems.
The compact systems include an in-wheel machi-
ne with integral electronics, a planetary gear drive
and stop brake (see Figure 3). All of them use
Hall-effect position detectors. The motors are fully
specialised for the given task.
Table 1 contains benchmark results for the diffe-
rent drive types after a 2000 km test period for
each.
As the table shows, brushless (EC and PM syn-
chronous) motors are 25–35 % more effective than
DC motors. Our EC motors are of a trapezoidal
emf shape and they are driven with square-shaped
current, having low torque ripple. At present,
square current driven motors seem to be the best
solution as battery voltage vehicle drives. They are
so simple and robust that sinusoidal-shaped motor
drives cannot compete with them in price. As mi-
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Due to their high efficiency, brushless PM rotor motors are very suitable for vehicle drive application. This pa-
per presents experimental results of a newly developed technique in brushless motors. It is suitable for both square
current and DSP-controlled sinusoidal current drives. The experimental result of such systems is described. The dri-
ve systems, including the inverter, the motor and the controlling software have been developed by the authors.
Also, popular controlling algorithms have been used, and a common way to initialise them in order to enable to
operate with any kind of motors.
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Fig. 1 Brushless drives: a) a front driven 3-wheeled bike; b) a golf-car
crocontrollers become more and more available and
cheap, more refined systems can be used in low
cost applications. A microcontroller-controlled drive
has been designed by the authors for low power
electrical vehicles that is shown in Figure 4. 
There is a tendency towards using high speed
EC motors with internal planetary gear (PG) drive
in cars, in order to reduce mass (Figure 3.b). We al-
so implement PG drives of a gear ratio from 3:1 to
11:1. In small power applications where the allowed
speed is low, high pole numbers are used (8, 10,
12). In high power applications, where high vehicle
speed is aimed, low pole numbers are preferred (4,
6, 8). High power drives, like our golf-car drive, are
load-angle controlled as well, in order to increase
the torque at the low speed range, and reduce the
induced voltage at the high speed range. During
normal operation, the commutation instance is set
to its theoretical position, for good efficiency.
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DC voltage Battery charge Trip range
Application Motor type
V Ah km
Golf-car DC 24 240 70–90
Golf-car EC 24 240 110–130
Golf-car PMSM 24 240 110–130
Wheelchair DC 24 40 25–35
Wheelchair EC 12 55 25–30
Table 1 Benchmark of different drive types
EC –  Electronically Commutated DC motor (square current) 
PMSM –  Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (sinusoidal emf and
current)
Fig. 2 Electrical car (»Bringo«) for tourists used on 
Margaret Island in Budapest
Fig. 3 Brushless motor applications: a) with internal electronics; b) compact in-wheel EC drive for wheelchair
Fig. 4 Electronics of the microcontroller controlled brushless motor 
drive
2 NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Our newest development is a 72 V/600 A axial
field PM motor and power electronics (Figure 5).
Its purpose is to drive an electric racing car at a
FIA cup.
The most special goal of the development was to
achieve the highest possible power per mass ratio,
regarding that pure natural ventilation has been ap-
plied. A recuperation of high-efficiency has been
another requirement of high priority since a vehicle
must do a whole race without recharging the batte-
ries, according to the prescriptions of the champi-
onship. Due to the relatively low voltage and high
current, we must have to manage the problems in
connection with the non-ideal behaviour of the bat-
teries and power rails at high frequencies.
The newly developed power electronics (Figure
5.b) has the following main characteristics: the
MOSFET drivers are fully isolated from the control
circuit; short circuit protection based on observing
the saturation voltage of the power MOSFETS;
hardware Hall-effect sensor position decoder reali-
sed in a GAL; maximum current limitation inside a
PWM cycle; automatic changing between driving
and braking mode.
3 NEW APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT METHOD
Application development requires a complex, ve-
ry long testing and developing procedure for testing
a huge number of configurations and control algo-
rithms. Although a final algorithm can only be
placed into some marketable hardware, their devel-
opment is the most comfortable on PC-s.
The use of a DSP system makes it possible to si-
mulate a future control system (even hardware) to
analyse its effectiveness. This makes it possible to
evaluate numerous configurations and algorithms
without any serious reconfiguration of the hard-
ware. Let us show an example for system develop-
ment with this integrated method.
For the DSP-controlled system, a new, sinusoidal
voltage and current motor have been developed.
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Fig. 5 Our new developments: a) axial field racing motor; b) power electronics for racing motor
The realised sinusoidal emf shape with rare-earth
magnets has given good experiment results.
Rotor position can be observed either by the
means of a position encoder or some position esti-
mation method. A usual way of position sensing is
the use of a resolver. This device needs accurate
setting and is expensive. A much cheaper solution is
the use of low-resolution hall-effect sensors and
some algorithm that makes position detection more
accurate.
An alternative solution is a DSP-based measuring
and controlling device, which estimates the rotor
position from the working parameters of the motor.
This method is widely applied in servo drives and
high power traction applications. Battery powered
vehicles may also be driven with such a method.
The following part describes this possibility. More-
over, this way of solving the problem may also im-
plement auxiliary sensors, so it is very flexible. Such
a high performance digital controller can also be
further developed only by re-programming it, e.g.
including multiple control loops in a single device,
making it space-effective.
4 THE DIRECT FLUX-ESTIMATION METHOD IN 
POSITION DETECTION
The electrical models can be used for absolute or
relative position detection, and they are based on
the magnetic asymmetry of the rotor. One source
of asymmetry may be the directed rotor flux (this is
used in this case); another one may be the varying
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The theory of this method is well known. The
phase currents are measured at two outputs of the
voltage source inverter, the algorithm commands
the output voltages. Knowing the armature resistan-
ce and inductivity, the electric models of the motor
will give us the instantaneous pole flux values, from
which the rotor position is calculated. The algo-
rithm needs to know the number of control cycles in
a π electric cycle length. A simple trick gives good
results: The output command signals are analysed
by the following speed-computing algorithm.
The Figure 6 and Table 2 show how to get the
actual position segment of the phase voltage com-
mand vector. The speed computation algorithm
counts the control cycles between the changes in
position segments. It also generates real shaft rpm
as well.
The scheme of the simplified position detector is
shown in Figure 7. The main advantage of this met-
hod is that it does not require the measurements of
any , so the measurement noises are acceptably
moderate.
The next step is current controlling, so that the
direction of the current vector is related to the esti-
mated rotor position.
5 A SLIDING MODE CURRENT CONTROLLER
WITH A CURRENT MODEL IN THE ROTOR
COORDINATE SYSTEM
If the ideal behaviour of a system is known and
compared to its real behaviour, their difference gi-
ves the »unideality« of the real system. This unide-
ality is the sum of external disturbances and inter-
nal parameter variations (d$, see Figure 8). Since
both factors are disadvantageous for the controll-
ability of the system, both should be eliminated by
feeding back and subtracting from the input (u).
In our system, a simple model of the u- i charac-
teristics of the motor is used:
(2)
where Ψd,q are the main flux components, and
|Ψ PM| is the magnitude of the pole flux linkage.
The only problem with this structure is feedback
signal computation. Sliding mode controllers use a
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Fig. 6 Segments of the phase voltage command
Table 2 Discrimination rules for 12 position segments of the
phase voltage command
Rules λ , π/6
uA > 0 > uB > uC 0...1
uA > uB > 0 > uC 1...2
uB > uA > 0 > uC 2...3
uB > 0 > uA > uC 3...4
uB > 0 > uC > uA 4...5
uB > uC > 0 > uA 5...6
uC > uB > 0 > uA 6...7
uC > 0 > uB > uA 7...8
uC > 0 > uA > uB 8...9
uC > uA > 0 > uB 9...10
uA > uC > 0 > uB 10...11
uA > 0 > uC > uB 11...12
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re. This signal may be then low-pass filtered (LPF)
in order to reduce the chattering in the observed
signal. This algorithm is the simplest one and it is
very useful.
Without the mathematical bases, the simplified
observer implemented in our drive looks like (Figu-
re 9).
predictable disturbances. From the status of the re-
lays, the output switching signals are generated thro-
ugh a switching table. The output signals directly
drive the switching devices of the three-phase in-
verter.
7 INITIALISATION
The common feature in these methods is that the-
re are common unknowns required for operation.
These are the electrical working parameters of the
motor driven. These parameters must be defined or
calculated before starting, otherwise these algo-
rithms fail.
First of all, the current sensors are initialised
through the measuring of their zero-current output.
This is made by using a PI controller, so that accura-
cy is made high (in order to achieve high accuracy.
In the system first realised, the armature resis-
tance and the armature inductivity are estimated by
using the following method: using the current con-
troller, a current vector in α direction is fed into the
machine. The ratio of the terminal voltage and the
current gives a resistance value, which is higher than
the one measured with an ohmmeter due to the
skin effect in the wire. In the next step, a low cur-
rent, high speed (1 kHz) rotating field is generated.
This cannot move the rotor, so the emf is negligi-
ble. From the motor model the inductivities Ld,q
and |L| are calculated.
Starting is always done with the use of Hall-effect
sensors. This is a »simple and good« method, ha-
ving the advantage of its relative cheapness and
high reliability. On the other hand, the accuracy of
the direct flux estimation algorithm is directly pro-
portional to the rotor speed and the induced volta-
ge (our motors fail at about 10–20 % of the rated
speed, depending on the effectiveness of the filtering
of the current signals measured).
At the end of the starting procedure, the algo-
rithm goes into closed loop synchronisation of the
armature flux to the rotor flux. The best results so
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Fig. 8 Direct Model disturbance observer
Fig. 9 Sliding mode disturbance compensation
Since LPF drastically decreases the speed of this
controller, its time constant has been kept low.
(Although our hardware is short circuit protected,
and it has a hardware phase current limit in its
MOSFET drivers, a fast current controller is really
required for the vector controller to control the cur-
rent vector.)
In vehicle application, a modified current control
makes driveability better. At the start, a higher tor-
que is required, while to achieve high speed the in-
duced voltage needs to be reduced using field wea-
kening. So d-direction current controlling is done.
For optimum controlling of d-direction currents, see
references [3, 4].
6 SLIDING-MODE SPEED AND TORQUE 
CONTROLLER WITHOUT ANY POSITION 
SENSOR [5]
This algorithm must be initialised with some star-
ting algorithm studied before. This algorithm sepa-
rately controls the d and q direction currents, in
sliding mode (Figure 10). The model is one of the
flux models studied above, in the rotor (d, q) or sta-
tor (α, β) reference frame. At first, it calculates the
d and q direction torque-components, then it inde-
pendently compensates them and uses hysteresis-re-
lays to reduce the unwanted torque ripple and un-
Fig. 10 The block diagram of the controller
sys mod
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far have been reached with a simple trick, namely
that the effect of the field-oriented algorithm is
weighed with the actual speed. So, at low speed, the
rotor flux is commanded mainly by the Hall-effect
sensors, while at higher speeds, where the accuracy
of the field-oriented algorithm is good, it is highly
applied.
8 NEURALNETWORK BASED ON DTC
To improve the adaptability of an EV drive we
have tried to build a neural network based on DTC
control. The environment of this development was
the SIMULINK subsystem of MATLAB.
The neural network of the motor model
Since only the phase currents and DC rail volta-
ge are measured, the DTC controller must be ba-
sed upon a motor model. Its main task is the as-ac-
curate-as-possible determination of the stator flux
amplitude and the torque of the motor.
Determination of the components of the stator flux
The inputs of the network are the DC rail volta-
ge, the switching codes of the power transistors and
the currents flowing in two phases. The neural net-
work contains only one layer of two neurones who-
se activation functions are of SATLIN type. The
flux vector is the integral of the difference of the
phase voltage vector and the Ohmic-voltage drop
vector. The required integrating feature is achieved
by feeding back the neurones. The weighting factors
of the neurones were set analytically. This structure
and settings produce the flux components with sa-
tisfactory accuracy in any desirable situation.
The determination of flux and torque values
The determination of the motor torque and flux
amplitude is the task of the neural network. For the
torque estimation the flux and the current must be
known. The flux amplitude can be determined from
its Park-vector components. That is the reason why
the flux vector components and the two phase cur-
rents were chosen as the inputs for the network.
The fed-forward network of three layers being
analysed is shown in Figure 11. This structure pro-
duced satisfactory accuracy of flux and torque esti-
mation.
Switching table realisation in a neural network
In DTC, the torque and the stator flux amplitude
are kept in a range around the command signal us-
ing two-point controllers. The voltage vector given
on the machine depends on three factors: The sta-
tor flux amplitude error, the torque error and the
direction of the flux vector. Since the torque and
the flux controllers are relay controllers, they are
realised with comparators. In the basic form of the
DTC the comparator of the flux is of two-levels but
experiences showed that in some cases it can not
keep the flux amplitude in the range. The flux am-
plitude error can be reduced using a three-level
comparator. The same result is obtained for the tor-
que controller.
The switching table has got three inputs: the po-
sition code, the flux amplitude error code and the
torque error code. The rotor position encoder of
the PM synchronous machine is a similar 60-degree
encoder commonly used in six-step EC motors.
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Fig. 11 Neural network of torque and flux estimation
Fig. 12 Neural network of the switching table
Because of the initialisation of the third error level
the originally 6 × 6 table was increased to 6 × 8 ele-
ments. The output codes of the switching table
based on neural network means on (1) and off (0)
states of the three upper transistors of the three al-
ternating bridges (i.e. the lower transistors are
switched oppositely to the upper ones). This table is
represented in a 9-9-3 structured feed-forward type
neural network (Figure 12). Unlike the common
way of using HARDLIM functions in all the neuro-
nes, we used SIGMOID functions in the hidden la-
yers and HARDLIM functions in the output layer.
Our only reason for this is that more effective
back-propagation training algorithms exist for the
SIGMOID function. So the training time is shorte-
ned and the generalisation ability seems to be bet-
ter than that of the HARDLIM-activated ones.
The simulation results of the DTC control based
on neural network show that maybe this method
will be very useful for driving an electrical vehicle. 
9 EXPERIENCES VITH A WORKING SYSTEM
The tested system consists of PM synchronous mo-
tors for golf-cars, with a nearly sinusoidal emf shape
and a reasonable Ld/Lq ratio of 1.3, a 12–36V 100 A
battery-voltage MOSFET inverter, and batteries. The
DSP software is written in C, for performance rea-
sons. 
The PC is a powerful means of software develop-
ment for the DSP card. It offers editors, continuous
debugging, data tracking, analysing and displaying
tools for the DSP card. The following diagrams
show the tracked data in the DSP in operation. It
continuously displays any variables. In the diagrams,
the input currents ia, ib, the main field fluxes Ψa,
Ψb, the rotor flux |ΨPM|, rotor speed, actual torque
and efficiency are shown in Figure 13.
We have created a development environment
that consists of a PC with a DSP card, loading
equipment with a measuring-controlling box and
software for the PC. 
Since all data are gathered in a single PC, all the
required diagrams can be generated after a single
measurement, which takes about a minute. In Figu-
res 14–15 the typical characteristics of an EC drive
measured by the computer controlled measurement
system [1] are shown.
This integrated methodology of development and
testing makes the longest part of the development
process easier, faster and more suitable for docu-
mentation.
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Fig. 13 Tracked data in DSP in operation: a) input currents and main field fluxes (no load current applied); b) observed rotor flux 
(unfiltered), rotor speed, torque and efficiency (no load current applied)
a)                                                                     b) 
10 CONCLUSION
The opportunities in low power drive application
of real-time controlling of PM brushless motors
have drastically increased in recent years because
high-performance DSP-s and power semiconductors
have become easier to acquire and use than ever
before. These devices are able to carry out compli-
cated calculations so that real time model-based
controlling techniques have rapidly spread.
DSP based system development can be carried
out in an integrated system where the testing pro-
cess can be automated, the measured and tracked
data can be matched together and continuously dis-
played, and characteristics can be drawn.
DSP-s are highly applicable in development, for
simulating the final control system (even hardware)
designed for a given application.
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Fig. 14 Normalised load characteristics: a) P(T) and I(T); b) P(T) and η(T)
a)                                                                         b)
Fig. 15 Torque – r.p.m. characteristics: a) in motor region b) in regenerative braking region
a)                                                                         b)
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Kompaktni motori i pogoni za elektri~na vozila. S obzirom na veliku korisnost, beskolektorski motori s perma-
nentnim magnetima na rotoru nalaze zna~ajnu primjenu u elektri~nim vozilima. U ~lanku su opisani eksperimen-
talni rezultati razvoja beskolektorskih elektroni~ki komutiranih motora integrirane izvedbe. Koriste se elektroni~ki
komutirani motori s pravokutnom strujom i trapezoidalnom idukcijom u zra~nom rasporu kao i motori sa sinu-
soidalnom strujom i indukcijom, upravljani iz digitalnog signalnog procesora, (DSP). Razvijen je upravlja~ki sustav
s inverterom i motorom kao i upravlja~ka programska podr{ka. Analizirani su i simulacijski provjereni suvremeni
algoritmi upravljanja te njihova primjenjivost na bilo koji tip navedenih motora.
Klju~ne rije~i: elektri~na vozila, beskolektorski pogoni, primjena u automobilskoj industriji, adaptivno upravljanje,
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